
International Sports Exchange

Curriculum

Building the next generation of global citizens!



Unit TItle: SOUTHERN AFRICA

Unit Length: 6 Weeks

Guiding Questions: Can students locate the region of Southern Africa on a map?  Can students describe Southern

Africa, including countries, geography, cultures, and ethnicities?  Can students explain the effects of colonization on

countries in Southern Africa? 

HS 3.1

STANDARD #

OBJECTIVE:STANDARD:DAY #

HS 3.3

HS 3.5

1.  “Region” HS 3.1

2.  “Language” HS 3.1

3.  “Geography” HS 3.1

4.  “Natural Resources” HS 3.5

5.  “Colonialism l” HS 3.3

6.  “Colonialism ll” HS 3.3

Students describe the physical and human geography and use maps, tables, graphs, photographs,

and charts to organize information about people, places, and environments in a spatial context. 

1. Identify geographical features in their local region (e.g., deserts, mountains, valleys, hills,

coastal areas, oceans, lakes).

Students draw from historical and community resources to organize the sequence of local historical

events and describe how each period of settlement left its mark on the land. 

1. Research the explorers who visited here, the newcomers who settled here, and people who con-

tinue to come to the region, including their cultural and religious traditions and contributions.

SWBAT locate the region of Southern Africa on a political world map.

SWBAT name specific countries contained in the Southern African region.

SWBAT name languages spoken in Southern AfricaSWBAT make simple in-

ferences regarding diversity of ethnicity and culture in Southern Africa.

SWBAT describe the geographical features of Southern Africa.SWBAT iden-

tify important natural resources in the region.

SWBAT explain how natural resources and geographical features affect citi-

zens’ lives.

SWBAT define colonization. SWBAT identify colonizers of Southern Africa.

SWBAT describe cultural contributions and detrimental effects of coloniz-

ers of Southern Africa. 

Students demonstrate basic economic reasoning skills and an understanding of the economy of

the local region. 

1.  Describe the ways in which local producers have used and are using natural resources, human

resources, and capital resources to produce goods and services in the past and the present. 

CURRICULUM



“Region”

KEY POINTS

1. Southern Africa is on the continent of Africa

2. Southern Africa is the part of Africa that is

towards the south.

3. Southern Arica includes the following 

countries:  Botswana, South Africa,

Lesotho, Swaziland, Zimbabwe, Zambia,

Namibia, Angola, Mozambique, Malawi

OBJECTIVES

SWBAT locate the region of Southern Africa on a

political world map.

SWBAT name specific countries contained in the

Southern African region.

ASSESSMENT

Ss will complete an exit slip during IP.

MATERIALS:

l World map or

globe

l Blank political

world maps, colored

pencils or crayons.

LESSON PLAN

1 | Opening   | 5 Min

Once children are seated, ask questions to find out what they already know about Africa. 

1. “Can anyone name an African country?”  

2. “Do you know anyone from Africa?” 

3. “What kinds of animals are in Africa?”

Tell the kids that they will be learning about countries in Southern Africa for the next four/six weeks.

All the games during this time are the kinds of games kids what live in Southern Africa play.

_______________________________________________________________________________________

2 | Introduction of New Material    | 5 Min

l Show children where Southern Africa is located. 

l Name countries included in Southern Africa region.

_______________________________________________________________________________________

3 | Guided Practice    | 15 Min

l Hand out individual political world maps and political maps of Africa to each child. Show them

where they are now on the world map and then show them how they would travel to get to Southern

Africa. Ask children to locate certain countries on the map, one at a time, and color them until the

entire area of Southern Africa is filled in. (If it is not possible to hand out worksheets, use a giant

globe or large world map.)

Ask ss, “How would we get to Southern Africa from here?”

_______________________________________________________________________________________

4 | Game Play    | 60 Min

_______________________________________________________________________________________

5 | Independent Practice    | 5 Min

l Exit Slip (see attached)

_______________________________________________________________________________________

6 | Closing    | 5 Min

Ask a few questions to reinforce today’s THREE teaching points.

l “Who can name a country in Southern Africa”

l “How do you get to Africa from here?”

l “Tell me about a city we learned about?”

Unit  #:________    Lesson #:________SOUTHERN AFRICA 1 1



LESSON PLAN

1 | Opening   | 5 Min

Once children are seated, ask questions to find out what they remember from Lesson 1 and if

they already know about the languages and cultures of Southern Africa.

1. “How many African countries can you name?”  

2. “Can you name any languages spoken there?” 

3. “Do you know any major cities in Southern Africa?”

Tell the kids that they will be learning how to speak Setswana in class and for the remainder of

the unit. They will also be learning about the different cultures and ethnicities in the diverse region

of Southern Africa.

_______________________________________________________________________________________

2 | Introduction of New Material    | 5 Min

l Review a map of Southern Africa and include examples of some of the prominent languages

spoken there  

l Mention that each language is spoken by people with a distinct history and culture. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

3 | Guided Practice    | 15 Min

l Hand out individual worksheets that show the four Setswana phrases with words printed pho-

netically to match with pictures.  Show the children pictures (slideshow) of different African cities

and villages as well as images of children playing games in different settings.  Show the children

pictures of famous Africans from Southern African from Charlize Theron to Thandie Newton to Nel-

son Mandela showing racial diversity.

Ask ss, “How do you say hello to a friend in Botswana?”

_______________________________________________________________________________________

4 | Game Play    | 60 Min

_______________________________________________________________________________________

5 | Independent Practice    | 5 Min

l In groups, pretend to have a conversation as you would in English.

A: “Hello!” B: “Hello.” | A. “How are you?” B: ”I’m fine.  How are you?” | A: “I’m fine. Goodbye.” B:

“Goodbye.”

l Exit Slip (see attached)

_______________________________________________________________________________________

6 | Closing    | 5 Min

Ask a few questions to reinforce today’s THREE teaching points.

1. “How do you say ‘HELLO’ in Setswana?”   |   2. “GOODBYE?” |   3. “HOW ARE YOU?”

l “Tell me about a city we learned about?”

KEY POINTS

1.  Many different languages are spoken in

Southern Africa, including Setswana, Zulu,

Ndebele, Afrikaans, Bemba, Tonga, Xhosa,

German and Portuguese.

2.  Learn to say in Setswana: 

l Hello | “Dumela”

l How are you | “Leghae” 

l I’m fine | “Riteng” 

l Good-bye | “Gosiame”

3.  Southern African people live in large cities

as well as small villages and is racially diverse.

OBJECTIVES

SWBAT name languages spoken in Southern

AfricaSWBAT make simple inferences regard-

ing diversity of ethnicity and culture in South-

ern Africa.

ASSESSMENT

Students will complete an exit slip during IP.

Unit  #:________    Lesson #:________SOUTHERN AFRICA 1 2

MATERIALS:

lWorld map, atlas or

globe.

l Worksheets

“Language”



LESSON PLAN

1 | Opening   | 5 Min

Once children are seated in a circle, ask questions to find out what they remember from Lesson 2

.

1. “Can you name any languages spoken there? ”  

2. “Can you describe any geographical features of Southern Africa? ” 

3. “Do you know any major cities in Southern Africa?”

Tell the kids that they will learn all about the geography of Southern Africa and what kinds of valu-

able resources the land holds.

_______________________________________________________________________________________

2 | Introduction of New Material    | 5 Min

l Review a map of Southern Africa and include examples of some of the different landscapes.   

l Talk about the diverse resources that are available as a result of the landscapes. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

3 | Guided Practice    | 15 Min

l Hand out individual maps that highlight geographic features. Ask the students to identify differ-

ent features by coloring them in a certain color. If possible, supplement the discussion with a col-

ored photo book showing the different landscapes.

Ask ss, “What are some of the resources that Southern Africa has?”

_______________________________________________________________________________________

4 | Game Play    | 60 Min

_______________________________________________________________________________________

5 | Independent Practice    | 5 Min

l Exit Slip (see attached)

_______________________________________________________________________________________

6 | Closing    | 5 Min

Ask a few questions to reinforce today’s THREE teaching points.

1. “Who can name one of the geographic features found in Southern Africa?”  

2. “What kinds of resources do they export in Southern Africa?”  

3. “Where would you most like to live and why??”  

Homework (take home question) “Tell your family about Southern Africa’s resources and geog-

raphy. Which part of Southern Africa would they like to go to?  Why?”

KEY POINTS

1.  Southern Africa is very diverse region geo-

graphically and has deserts, mountains, water-

falls, lakes and rivers.

2.  Southern Africa is rich in many natural re-

sources, such as diamonds, gold, emeralds,

tin and copper

3.  Southern Africa has the world’s largest

sand dunes and waterfall

OBJECTIVES

SWBAT describe the geographical features of

Southern Africa. 

SWBAT identify important natural resources in

the region.

ASSESSMENT

Students will complete an exit slip during IP.

Unit  #:________    Lesson #:________SOUTHERN AFRICA 1 3

MATERIALS:

l World map or

globe, Southern

African photos if

available

l Blank maps,

crayons, Southern

Africa photo book (if

available).

“Geography”



LESSON PLAN

1 | Opening   | 5 Min

Once children are seated in a circle, ask questions to find out what they remember from Lesson 3

.

1. “Can you some geographical features of Southern Africa? ”  

2. “Where is there a famous waterfall? ” 

Stress the geographical diversity of the region as a segway into discussing how things such as cli-

mate and geography might affect our lives and culture.

_______________________________________________________________________________________

2 | Introduction of New Material    | 5 Min

l The desert has little water and so people tend to be nomadic, like the San of Botswana.  Semi-

arid places require people to live off of live stock, such as the Zulu of South Africa. More lush cli-

mates use agriculture and harvest to sustain themselves, such as the Tonga of Zambia.   

l Describe how cultures vary depending on climate. Talk about the nomads, hunter-gatherers and

how their lifestyles are shaped by climate.Highlight how climate affects the availability of certain

foods, crop, livestock etc.  Climate also creates the need for certain jobs. For example, 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

3 | Guided Practice    | 15 Min

l Show pictures of different climates and matching the types of lifestyles people lead?

l Compare/match different attire, food, etc with different climates.

Ask ss, “Compare climate in Botswana to the climate that they live in.?”

_______________________________________________________________________________________

4 | Game Play    | 60 Min

_______________________________________________________________________________________

5 | Independent Practice    | 5 Min

l Exit Slip (see attached)

_______________________________________________________________________________________

6 | Closing    | 5 Min

Ask a few questions to reinforce today’s TWO teaching points.

1. “If you lived in a very dry place, what kind of job might you have?”  

2. “A lush place?”  

Homework (take home question) “What are some of the problems that can occur due to lack of

rain?”

KEY POINTS

1.  Our location on the earth and the re-

sources we have around us dramatically affect

the way we live.

2.  Desert, semi-arid and lush (better word)

landscapes present 3 different ways of life in

Southern Africa

OBJECTIVES

SWBAT explain how natural resources and ge-

ographical features affect citizens’ lives.

ASSESSMENT

Students will complete an exit slip during IP.

Unit  #:________    Lesson #:________SOUTHERN AFRICA 1 4

MATERIALS:

l Blank maps,

crayons, Southern

Africa photo book 

(if available)

“Resources”



LESSON PLAN

1 | Opening   | 5 Min

What are some of the resources of Southern Africa? Do you know what colonialism is? 

1. “Can you some geographical features of Southern Africa? ”  

2. “Where is there a famous waterfall? ” 

Stress the geographical diversity of the region as a segway into discussing how things such as cli-

mate and geography might affect our lives and culture.

_______________________________________________________________________________________

2 | Introduction of New Material    | 5 Min

l Define colonialism. Name countries that were colonized and by whom  

l Describe how cultures vary depending on climate. Talk about the nomads, hunter-gatherers and

how their lifestyles are shaped by climate.Highlight how climate affects the availability of certain

foods, crop, livestock etc.  Climate also creates the need for certain jobs. For example, 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

3 | Guided Practice    | 15 Min

l Each student receives their own blank political map and will color countries based by colonizer.

We will talk about how colonization affected the language and culture of the area.

Ask ss, “What does colonialism mean?”

_______________________________________________________________________________________

4 | Game Play    | 60 Min

_______________________________________________________________________________________

5 | Independent Practice    | 5 Min

l Exit Slip (see attached)

_______________________________________________________________________________________

6 | Closing    | 5 Min

Ask a few questions to reinforce today’s TWO teaching points.

1. “What does colonialism mean?”  

2. “What are some of the countries that colonized Southern Africa?”  

Homework (take home question) “Are there any countries in Southern Africa that are still colo-

nized today?”

KEY POINTS

1.  Colonialism is when one country takes over

another

2.  Southern Africa was colonized in the

1800s by England, Portugal, Germany and

Holland

OBJECTIVES

SWBAT define colonization. 

SWBAT identify colonizers of Southern Africa.

ASSESSMENT

Students will complete an exit slip during IP.

Unit  #:________    Lesson #:________SOUTHERN AFRICA 1 5

MATERIALS:

l World map or

globe

l Blank maps,

crayons, Southern

Africa photo book 

(if available

“Colonialism I”



LESSON PLAN

1 | Opening   | 5 Min

Once children are seated in a circle, ask questions to find out what they remember from Lesson 3

.

1. “Can you remember what countries colonized Southern Africa?  ”  

2. “What does sovereignty mean? ” 

Stress the geographical diversity of the region as a segway into discussing how things such as cli-

mate and geography might affect our lives and culture.

_______________________________________________________________________________________

2 | Introduction of New Material    | 5 Min

l Sovereignty is when a country governs itself and is independent.

l Briefly explain how countries gained independence in the second half of the 1900s (through po-

litical will or armed struggle).

l Talk to the students about the negative and positive aspects of colonization.

_______________________________________________________________________________________

3 | Guided Practice    | 15 Min

l Hand out individual worksheets to each student with a list of effects colonialism has on a coun-

try. 

l As a class, decide which effects might be beneficial for a country and which ones might be

viewed more negatively. 

Ask ss,“Are there any countries in Southern Africa that are still colonized today?”

_______________________________________________________________________________________

4 | Game Play    | 60 Min

_______________________________________________________________________________________

5 | Independent Practice    | 5 Min

l Exit Slip (see attached)

_______________________________________________________________________________________

6 | Closing    | 5 Min

Ask a few questions to reinforce today’s TWO teaching points.

1. “What does sovereignty mean? ”  

2. “Are the countries in Southern Africa sovereign today?”  

Homework “Name a country that is home to the Giant Panda?”   

(this country is part of the next region we will cover, beginning next week!)

KEY POINTS

1.  No colonies are left in Southern Africa and

most countries gained independence (sover-

eignty) in the second half of the 1900s..

2.  Some positive aspects of colonization in-

cluded a developed infrastructure such a rail

networks and world economies.

2.  Some negative aspects include land reset-

tlement and the stripping of resources.

OBJECTIVES

SWBAT describe cultural contributions and

detrimental effects of colonizers of Southern

Africa.

ASSESSMENT

Students will complete an exit slip during IP.

Unit  #:________    Lesson #:________SOUTHERN AFRICA 1 6

MATERIALS:

l World Map or

Globe

l Colonialism work-

sheet

“Colonialism II”


